
The XP500 Electric Blower are built with an UL/IECEx/ATEX-
certified explosion-proof motor for use in areas where 
potentially explosive gases are unlikely to be present; 
establishing and ensuring a safer work environment. 

Convenience and performance packaged together. The dual 
current XP500 can be powered by the fire truck circuit when 
performing PPV at the entrance of the building. With the flip of 
the switch, the fan is ready to be plugged into the house circuit 
for continued fume free ventilation indoors.

Equipped with PowerSteam® air straighteners that produce a 
powerful, straight, focused beam of air; allowing the fan to be 
set back further from a structure’s entrance without sacrificing 
PPV performance. 
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CERTIFICATIONS

   Airflow

Airflow through  
Single Door

11,540 cfm 
19,618 m³/hr

Model XP500

Part EB90600X

Weight 72 lbs / 33 kg

Impeller 5-Blade

Dimensions
(h/w/d) 23.5 x 21 x 18.5 in / 60 x 53 x 47 cm

Motor 1.5 Hp / 1.1 kW

Amps 
(Start/Run) 80A / 15A

Noise 97 dB@3' (1 m) / 95 dB@10' (3 m)

Electric 115V, 1ø, 50/60Hz

Approvals      
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Integrated Misting System
Order # GH8112 
1.85 gal/min @ 100 psi 
7 l/min @ 6.9 bar

Duct Adapter/Converter
Order # GH2211

ECKO Flex™ with Carrying Bag
Order # FDT-1615BR 
16" (40cm) standard duct 15' (4.6 m), 
w/ carrying bag

Order # FDT-1625BR 
16" (40cm) standard duct 25' (7.6 m),
 w/ carrying bag 

Conductive Duct
Order # FDT-1615CBR
16” (40cm) conductive duct 15’ (4.6 m),  
 w/ carrying bag
Order # FDT-1625CBR
16” (40cm) conductive duct 25’ (7.6 m), 
w/ carrying bag

Non-collapsible, reinforced duct is constructed from 
flame retardant material and is crush resistant. Duct 
storage bag included with each duct purchase. 

Precision balanced 
TurboForce™ 
impeller for 
increased shatter 
resistance and 
enhanced PPV 
Performance

FlowPath™ Control
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